Preliminary Round Result

Congratulations! The following are the Final List of Teams selected from the Preliminary Round Contest held on 16 November 2013. These teams are requested to pay the registration fee of Tk 5,500 by Sunday 24 November 2013. Only Pay Order or Bank Draft in the name of "North South University" or Cash are acceptable. Teams from outside Dhaka are requested to send the Pay Order (or Bank Draft) by mail to the following address:

Abul L. Haque, Ph.D.
Professor, EECS Department
North South University
Bashundhara, Dhaka 1229

Please scan the copy of the Pay Order (or Bank Draft) and the mailing receipt from the courier and send those by email to abul.haque@northsouth.edu.

(Note: All teams which ranked higher within a university in the Preliminary Round Contest and are not listed below are disqualified based on Rule # 14 of the Preliminary Round Contest Rule.)

Ahsanullah University of Science and Technology
AUST.royal_flush
AUST.pi
AUST.triangle

American International University - Bangladesh
AIUB LazyProp
BAD PROGRAMMERS
AIUB_Algorithm_The_Podokkhep

Asian University of Bangladesh
AUB Duronto

BGC Trust University, Bangladesh
BGC 0

BRAC University
BRACU EAGLES
BRACU Anynomous
BRACU Pilgrims
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Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman Science and Technology University
BSTU_Frenzy

Bangladesh University of Business & Technology
BUBT ILLUSION
BUBT PSYCHO
BUBT INFINITY
bubt_backup

Bangladesh University of Engineering and Technology
BUET [MAX+7]
BUET MITHRANDIR
BUET Kay Dynasty
BUET Hat-tima-tim-team
BUET FireFiles
BUET Ozymandias

Chittagong University of Engineering & Technology
CUET_Ultraviolet
Cuet-Dynamic
CUET NEW PLANET

Comilla University
CoU_Campus_Boyz

Daffodil International University
DIU Primitive
DIU HowCow
DIU Alive
DIU Sufferers

Dhaka City College
DCC_Achilles
DCC_Lost

Dhaka International University
Supra

Dhaka University of Engineering & Technology - Gazipur
DUET_Icon
DUET_Explorer
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East West University
EWU Incarnation
EWU Light Catchers
EWU_LOL

Eastern University of Bangladesh
EU-shiningstars

Gono Bishwabidyalay (Gono University)
HAK

Hajee Mohammad Danesh Science and Technology University
HSTU_CERBERUS

IBAIS University
IBAISU CAVE

Independent University - Bangladesh
IUB_04

Institute of Science and Technology
IST_Crushed_Prototype

International Islamic University Chittagong
IIUC_Protagonist
IIUC_Zombies

International University of Business Agriculture and Tech.
IUBAT_Achlys

Islamic University
IU_Freedom71
IU_Mirage

Islamic University of Technology
IUT_Sk3pTlC
IUT_INTEGRITY

Jagannath University, Bangladesh
JnU_Oozma Kappa
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Jahangirnagar University
JU_Oprottashito
JU_Assassins
JU_Undefined_Coders

Jatiya Kabi Kazi Nazrul Islam University
OneZero

Khulna University
KU_Path_Finder

Khulna University of Engineering & Technology
KUET_Redoubtables
KUET_BitMask
KUET_TSON

Leading University, Sylhet
LU_Evolution
LU_Revolution

Mawlana Bhashani Science & Technology University
MBSTU_Local_Train
MBSTU_Chirkut

Metropolitan University - Sylhet
MU_code_dosshuss

Military Institute of Science and Technology
The_Last_Stand_for_MIST
MIST_TAN
MIST_ENDLESS

National University of Bangladesh/Microland IICE
Telapoka

North East University Bangladesh
NEUB_Incredible

North South University
NSU_Ordinary
NSU_Nautilus
NSU_Death_Knell
NSU_Tyrants
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Pabna University of Science and Technology
PUST_Prime

Patuakhali Science and Technology University
PSTU_CRYPTICS

Rajshahi University of Engineering & Technology
RUET_CREATIVE_MINDS
RUET_TRIMATRA

Shahjalal University of Science and Technology
SUST_CARPE_DIEM
SUST_Attoprottoyee
SUST_Osomprikto
SUST_CATALANS
SUST_HOBBIT
SUST_Arrow

Southeast University
SEU_Reckless_Rook
SEU_Red_Dawn
SEU_Balloon_Chai

Stamford University Bangladesh
SUB_Ontohin

State University of Bangladesh
SUB_NEBULA
SUB_TRILOGY

Sylhet Engineering College
sec_coxswain

Sylhet International University
SIU_Avengers

The Millenium University
TMU_Burner

The University of Asia Pacific
UAP_Bitmap
UAP_ShockWave
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United International University
UIU GLADIATOR
UIU_IL337

University of Chittagong
CU_SUPERSAINTS
CU CRUSNIC

University of Dhaka
DU Fruit Ninjas
DU Forget Time Penalty
DU Lebur Shorbot
DU Mango
DU AT AT LAST

University of Information Technology & Sciences
UIT-PILGRIMS

University of Liberal Arts Bangladesh
Paticoders de ULAB

University of Rajshahi
RU_Equinox

University of Science and Technology Chittagong
USTC Infinite

Uttara University
UU_Most_Wanted

Varendra University
VU Code Smasher
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